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Josie DuKane is on shaky ground. Having narrowly escaped the notorious Bride Killer, she penned

a tell-all memoir that dug up a townÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s dark past. Now the book is being made into a movie,

and Josie must visit the very place that will trigger an avalanche of unwanted

memoriesÃ¢â‚¬â€•Graveyard Falls. On the heels of her arrival, she receives a gruesome

photograph of a dead woman with talon marks carved into her face. And worse, Josie just might be

the next victim.Torn between guilt, justice, and revenge, Special Agent Dane Hamrick will do

anything to find the man who brutally murdered his sister. When he realizes the recent tragedies in

Graveyard Falls bear an uncanny resemblance to her death, he volunteers to spearhead the

investigation. But doing so means teaming up with Josie.Nothing prepares him for the feelings the

beautiful, tough woman evokes. As the body count rises and the suspect pool widens, Josie and

Dane must put aside their growing attraction to run down the killer who devastated both their lives.A

killer who seems determined to destroy all the pretty facesÃ¢â‚¬Â¦
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*A thrilling romantic suspense by bestselling author Rita Herron, in book 2 of her excellent

three-book series. All three books are must reads!......Consumed with anger, grief and revenge, FBI

agent Dane Hemrick had been searching for his sister's killer for nearly a decade. After receiving a

tip that there was a young woman found brutally murdered in the small town of Graveyard

Falls,bearing the same similarities as his sister's murder, Dane wasted no time by volunteering to

head the investigation. Could it be the same killer? After surviving the evil clutches of a notorious

serial killer known as the "Bride Killer" two months earlier, Josie Dukane was already dreading being

back in Graveyard Falls. Since writing a book of her horrific captivity and narrow escape, Josie

never thought it would turn out to be a bestseller ,or even worse, made into a movie. With the town

having a violent history, Josie is not only confronted with resentment and anger by the locals on the

day of her arrival but she is stunned when she receives a macabre photo on her phone of a slain

young woman bearing talon carvings on her face causing Josie to call the one man she thought she

would never see again. Having met Josie previously, Dane forced himself to concentrate on the

crime scene by pushing all thoughts of Josie or his attraction for her to the back of his mind.

Examining the young woman's remains, Dane was perplexed by the talon cuts on the victim's face,

but mostly, the missing bone removed from her cheek by the killer himself. Reminded of memories

of a tough and beautiful woman, Dane not only could forget Josie if his life depended on it , but

more important, he is shocked when she contacted him by showing him a photo of a dead girl sent

by an unknown killer and nearly killed herself by a vicious assailant. Joining forces with Josie, Dane

continues his investigation and he realizes that her book is somehow connected to the murder when

the killer decides to taunt her by leaving her deadly messages. When more murders occur and the

suspect list broadens, they were both finding it more difficult than ever as they push their attraction

for each other in the far reaches of their minds, at least, until the case is solved and a killer is

caught. Known to be cold, gruff, and married to his job, Dane never allowed emotions to enter his

heart but when Josie is kidnapped by a deranged killer, Dane is not only struck by the realization of

his true feelings for her, but he races against the clock to save her before a cold-blooded serial killer

makes Josie his next intended victim by adding her to his collection of all the pretty faces! An

excellent romantic suspense!....thank you..

Great Book! I read all 3 of the Graveyard Falls trilogy and have loved every one! I just finished the

third one last night and was sad to see these stories end. Great writing! Keeps your interest! Could

be a great movie!



I bought this fairly cheap, prior to reading the mediocre first in series. Since I paid for it, I figured

might as well read it, but it was not easy to finish. I found the characters to be stilted caricatures of a

type of person. The heroine, the troubled (and totally unbelievable) FBI hero, the troubled killer. And

an implausible plot...

Welcome back to Graveyard Falls! Josie Dukane has returned as the author of the book that is

being made into a movie - the book about the Bride Killer. She wants to insure that the people of the

town and the victims and their families are represented properly and carefully. What she doesn't

expect is to be in the middle of another murder investigation - one that the killer has singled her out

as someone to show his acts to. She and FBI Special Agent Dane Hamrick race to beat a killer from

killing more girls - or Josie!! And maybe find love along the way. Keep the lights on!!

I am really enjoying these books because it really keeps you guessing. This author is really good, I

hope she writes more books

Loved it! I am glad that Josie got her her own story! I loved Zane as he partner not in just solving the

murders bit as a team they were good. I liked how Rita touched on PTSD in its numerous sources.

We tend to think of it only in our soldiers but children suffer from it too. So thanks for reminding us. I

think this book has it all. I am on to the next so this is short. I really recommend this series.

Awesome story. Loved the suspense, romance, and how the previous story blended perfectly into

this one.Dane and Josie were perfect for each other except for their pasts getting in the way. You

think you know who the killer is until more clues are discovered. And realize you are wrong. The

psychological twists and turns of the story keep you reading. Are all the killings connected or could

there be more than one killer?

I had a problem getting into this book. Unlike the others by this author, it didn't grip my attention. I

love this author, so this will not stop me from reading more of her books.
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